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Your gift supports 

financial aid

faith-based service programs

student research projects

community-based learning experiences

reflection and discernment opportunities 

internships and study-abroad programs

campus events and activities

health and wellness facilities

faculty teaching, research, and scholarship

At Holy Cross, students receive an exceptional Jesuit liberal arts 
education that teaches them to solve problems, think critically, 
and communicate effectively — inspiring them to be men and 
women for and with others.

As graduates, you use what you’ve learned atop Mount St. 
James to be principled leaders in your fields — and to have a 
positive impact in your communities and on the world.

And as alumni, you demonstrate your pride and loyal support 
to alma mater — in record numbers, year after year — to help 
shape the future of the College and the young individuals who 
will one day lead this complex world.

This is the Holy Cross Effect. 

Have an effect today. Make your gift to Holy Cross.

Please fill out the reply card and return it in the enclosed envelope.  
Or make your gift online at holycross.edu/give.

You can also make your gift by calling Holy Cross at 1-877-433-1843.

Thank you!



When she’s not singing or playing the piano, Elena Wang ’20 is honing the left 
side of her brain, studying algebra and calculus. The music and mathematics 
double major is grateful to the College for encouraging her interdisciplinary 
pursuits and providing her opportunities, like the summer research program, 
through which she can explore them further.

“Being a musician helps me become more creative, and creativity is often very 
useful in mathematics,” Wang explains, adding, “Being a mathematician helps 
me become more organized and logical, which is not only useful in terms of 
music, but in life in general.”

Mathematics and Music is one of Gareth Roberts’ favorite courses to teach — 
both in the College’s Montserrat program, and as a popular class for non-math 
majors. Not only does it incorporate two of his favorite subjects, but it also led 
to his publishing a textbook exploring the connections between the two.

As he does in the classroom, Roberts’ book takes a “music first” approach.  
“I’m getting students excited about math by using music as the conduit, or the 
‘carrot,’” he explains. “I’m trying to make the connection between math and 
music accessible, interesting, teachable.” 

As a successful attorney, Maura O’Sullivan ’82 routinely draws on the classics 
and mathematics education she received at Holy Cross. “Both Latin and Greek 
taught me to be precise with my language, which I certainly have to be when 
writing for the law,” she reflects. “On the flip side, math taught me to be 
logical and analytical, to solve problems, and to approach things methodically; 
that has proven to be very helpful as well.

“Both the Jesuit tradition and liberal arts make you a more well-rounded human 
being who’s not just looking through one little viewpoint, but through many, 
and bringing it all together.”
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